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CONTACT TYPE AND NONCONTACT TYPES
GAS FLOW MEASURING SENSORS
RUMANA T ASNIM, ATiKA ARSHAD, NAl.\tUS 5AQUlB, SHEROZ K.II,\N, I\1USSE 1\10HAMOD
6.0 I"'TRODUCTION
Gas flow measurement is required in numerous applications; particularly in oil, and
gas, nuclear energy, chemical proccssing illdustrics including food, pharmaceutical
indUSlryand in agricultural sectors. Gas flow occurs in heat el<changers, steam generators,
chemical reactors, oil transportation and other process equipment items. Hence the
importance of measuring an accurate flow rate of gascs in pipelincs has been ever-
increasing in the industrialized regions. Gcnerally any type of gas flow measurement
processcs requires gross measurements at some points while more accurate measurements
at some other points. As the industry develops it undergoes changes for more comfortable
user friendly way of gas flow measurement with improved accuracy. This is coupled with
research activities catching demands for exploring alternative non-contact means of
electronic measurement, thus putting into fCsearch more of an accurate and reliable
measurement rather lIIan just measurement. On tOp of this more customers' awareness is
stressing for reliable and robust transducers requiring minimum operation cost with least
possibility of industry shutting down just for maintCllllllce reasons, causing loss in
revenues.
6.1 GAS FLOW MEASURMENT
Flow mctcrs and sensors arc capable of measuring both gas and liquid flows in the wide
r.mge of controlling applications. Flow can be defined in different ways, for instance;
mass, volume, laminar, turbulent. 111e total amount of II substance flowing (mass flow) is
generally thc one of conccrn. llowever while the density of fluid is kept constant. a
volume flow measurement technique is certainly the uncomplicated one to perfonn. Some
generalized technologies arc applicable for both gas and liquid flow; some are particularly
spe<;ifie to the me~surand. The flow rate can be obtained by measuring the velocity of a
fluid in a pipe or other structure and then multiplying by the known cross-sectional arca at
the me~suremCnl puint.
